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thanks for the information. i like watching indian tv shows too and i was wondering why there wasn't
a similar site. i started searching on google and found you. i'm glad there is now. you did a great job
compiling all the episodes. i can't wait to watch the next one! thanks for the info on this site. i just
started watching some of the episodes. i really like the way they are organized. makes it easy for me
to find the episodes i want to see. also, the font used is really cool looking. i've seen it a few places.
thanks for your help. i could not use your program to download the series en masse (may be send
me the screenshots, like you did for the other fella), so have spent hours downloading episode by
episode (300 done so far). the link with subtitles does not seem to work so i can not ask my children
to see it, although i would have loved to. hi! it is a great job putting together all the hd episodes of
devon ke dev mahadev. if you dont mind, can you provide the links for 360p episodes please. it will
take less time to download and also half the space in harddrive and good for watching in laptop. i am
from nepal. precap: mahadev out of samadhi and shouting parvatijalandhar realizes that mahadev is
out from samadhi..he goes to parvati who asks him about his identity.he tells her that he has
brought her here, because she might be the reason of his death, she tells him that by bringing her
herehe might have preempted his death!! i love devon ke dev mahadev but i have lost all my old link
and then i downloaded all the episodes again and saved them in a zippered file. anyway i was trying
to search for all the episodes and downloaded all the episodes. i was trying to find the link to all the
episodes and realised that i have saved the file in a zippered file. i dont know what to do now. so
please help me out.
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hello devon ke dev mahadev episode torrent. have you ever downloaded mahadev (year 2006). i
have download mahadev but after that i have lost all of my link. now i am trying to find all

episodes.can u please help me.thanks! hi devon ke dev mahadev episode torrent, thanks for sharing
this for us. i have missed watching devon ke dev mahadev since 2007. i can remember the days

when we could only watch it on the life ok channel. now i have to buy dvds to watch it. i was looking
for a way to watch the whole series online, but all i could find was a few short episodes. thanks for
sharing this link. i downloaded devon ke dev mahadev (season 1) in hindi subtitles on a pc using

"idm". but, when i play it through my tv i cannot see any subtitles! this is a serious problem and i can
not watch it. i have tried all the options available in the help menu but the subtitles are not

appearing on my tv. what to do? i love the show. i'm hoping to have it all season and i'm going to
use the torrents to download it. my computer can not take it. i have to use my cell phone and i can't
do that. if you could send it to me via torrent, i would be very grateful. you can add me on facebook

at facebook.com/jrthomas23. that's j.r. thomas 23. thank you. i love your series! it's a very good
show. i need the episodes in mp4 format. i tried to use the torrents downloaded by you on your site

but it was not working. i tried many times and nothing worked. i need it in mp4. i will be very grateful
if you could send me the episodes by torrent. i'm trying to download the first season of the tv show
devon ke dev mahadev and i'm having problems. i downloaded the.torrent file from the site, tried to

use idm, and nothing happened. it didn't even appear in the main window. i tried to download the
torrent file with utorrent and got the same result. i don't know what's going on. maybe i'm doing

something wrong. i'm using windows 7 and idm v2.7.0. 5ec8ef588b
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